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This case study looks at the re-engineering of a program to calculate prime 
numbers in Fortran. The program contains numerous legacy artifacts.

SYNOPSIS
This case study looks at the re-engineering of a program to calculate prime 

numbers in Fortran. The program contains numerous legacy artifacts.

Type: legacy re-engineering, migration

Language: Fortran

Compiler: gfortran -Wall

Skills: program re-engineering

“Mathematicians have tried in vain to this day to discover some order in the sequence 
of prime numbers, and we have reason to believe that it is a mystery into which the 

human mind will never penetrate.”
Leonhard Euler.
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INTRODUCTION

Consider a program which calculates all prime numbers between 2 and the integer MAXINT1. 
The algorithm determines if  a specific number, N, is prime or not. 

The algorithm first calculates QUOT, the quotient of  N divided by DIVSOR, a test divisor. If  
there is no remainder, when QUOT is multiplied by DIVSOR, then N will be obtained. 
Conversely, if  DIVSOR is not exactly divisible by N, the remainder is lost, and the result will be 
less than N.

For example, if  N=7, DIVSOR=3, then:

! (N/DIVSOR) × DIVSOR = (7/3) × 3 = 2 × 3 = 6

Since the result, 6, is less than 7, the two numbers are not divisible. Conversely, if  N=6 and 
DIVSOR=2, then:

! (N/DIVSOR) × DIVSOR = (6/2) × 2 = 3 × 2 = 6

Since the result, 6, does equal N, the two numbers are divisible.
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THE CODE

The program is coded in a pre-F77 dialect of  Fortran. 

C     PROGRAM TO COMPUTE PRIME NUMBERS
C
      PROGRAM PRIME
      INTEGER MAXINT, N, DIVSOR
      INTEGER QUOT, PROD
      READ(*,100) MAXINT
      N=2
      WRITE(*,150) MAXINT
  5   IF (MAXINT-N) 200,10,10
  10  DIVSOR = 2
  15  IF ((N-1)-DIVSOR) 30,20,20
  20  QUOT = INT(N/DIVSOR)
      PROD = INT(QUOT*DIVSOR)
      IF (N-PROD) 25,30,25
  25  DIVSOR = DIVSOR + 1
      GO TO 15
  30  IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35
  35  WRITE (*,100) N
  40  N=N+1
      GO TO 5
  100 FORMAT(I5)
  150 FORMAT('THE PRIME NUMBERS FROM 2 TO ',I5,' ARE: ')
  200 STOP
      END

See listing prime.for

THE RUN

THE PRIME NUMBERS FROM 2 TO    40 ARE: 
    2
    3
    5
    7
   11
   13
   17
   19
   23
   29
   31
   37
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LEGACY ISSUES

The largest legacy issue with this program is the presence of  four arithmetic if statements. The 
arithmetic if  is a three-way conditional statement which appeared early on in Fortran II and was 
retained through Fortran IV, 66 and 77. It was the first conditional transfer statement available in 
Fortran II, before the advent of  the logical if  statement in Fortran IV., and the if-then-else in Fortran 
77. The statement defines three different branches depending on whether the result of  the 
expression is negative, positive or zero. Consider the following example:

     integer b
     
     if (b) 20,10,30
  20 write(*,*) " if b < 0, control is transferred here"
  30 write(*,*) " if b > 0, control is transferred here"
  10 write(*,*) " if b = 0, control is transferred here"

This effectively says “if  the value of  b is less than 0, go to the statement at label 20”. Now 
consider the equivalent modern if  construct:

     if(b < 0) then
  !    write(*,*) "if b < 0, control is transferred here"
     else if (b > 0) then
         write(*,*) " if b > 0, control is transferred here"
     else
         write(*,*) " if b=0, control is transferred here"
     end if
      
One of  the problems with arithmetic if’s is that they facilitate a jump to occur, to a label 
somewhere in the program - unstructured coding. It essentially makes it extremely difficult to 
analyze a program. 

The other legacy issue deals with the presence of  two go to statements - leading to further 
unstructured code. These go to statements effectively take the place of  loops.

The figure in the next section gives some indication of  the unstructured nature of  the code.
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UNSTRUCTURED SPAGHETTI CODE

The unstructured nature of  early Fortran programs is made clear when the jumps through the 
code are identified visually.

They are not that different from spaghetti junctions - except that they can be removed from 
programs, and the programs made more structured.
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REFACTORING THE SIMPLE STUFF

Normally, it is best to convert the entire program to lowercase first, but in this case the program 
will be converted to lowercase as it is converted structurally. First the comments, introductory 
code (variables), and I/O will be converted:

!     Program to compute prime numbers
!
      program prime
      integer :: maxint, n, divsor
      integer :: quot, prod
      read(*,100) maxint
      n = 2
      write(*,150) maxint
  5   IF (MAXINT-N) 200,10,10
  10  DIVSOR = 2
  15  IF ((N-1)-DIVSOR) 30,20,20
  20  QUOT = INT(N/DIVSOR)
      PROD = INT(QUOT*DIVSOR)
      IF (N-PROD) 25,30,25
  25  DIVSOR = DIVSOR + 1
      GO TO 15
  30  IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35
  35  WRITE (*,100) N
  40  N=N+1
      GO TO 5
  100 format(I5)
  150 format('The prime numbers from 2 to ',I5,' are: ')
  200 stop
      end

Comments are converted by replacing the C with !. Then there is the problem with implicit 
variables. i.e. those automatically declared by the compiler. In early versions of  Fortran, variables 
beginning with I, J, K, L, M, and N would be automatically declared as integers, and all others 
would be reals. The use of  the clause “implicit none”, forces explicit declaration of  the 
variables. Conversion of  the variable declarations are usually just a matter of  syntax (unless they 
are implicit variables). So the old code of  the form:

! INTEGER MAXINT, N, DIVSOR

is converted, using the separator :: to:

   	 integer :: maxint, n, divsor

Note that in the case of  this program, the format statements are grouped near the end of  the 
program, versus interspersed in the code. Either method is acceptable, but grouping them 
together in smaller programs might be more visually appealing.
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REMOVING THE ARITHMETIC IFs

With the easy parts of  the program refactored, it is time to tackle the reengineering of  the 
arithmetic if statements, which are essentially a form of  multi-way goto. An arithmetic if is of  
the form:

! 15  IF ((N-1)-DIVSOR) 30,20,20
    
Which basically solves the expression (N-1)-DIVSOR for some value which is negative, zero or 
positive. This can be re-written by concerting the code first into an if-elseif-else sequence 
(converting to lowercase to improve readability):
 
! 15  if ((n-1)-divsor < 0) then
!         go to 30
!     else if ((n-1)-divsor > 0) then
  !         go to 20
!     else
!         go to 20
!     end if

This solves the problem of  the arithmetic if, but maintains the problem of  unstructured jumps, 
and a somewhat confusing series of  expressions in the if statements. The expression:

! (n-1) - divsor < 0

basically asks if  (n-1) is less than divsor - a value that would result in a negative result. The 
expression:

! (n-1) - divsor > 0

asks the opposite - is (n-1) greater than divsor. The last branch of  the if-else deals with the 
case when (n-1) equals divsor. 

SIMPLIFY THE CODE

As the last two options branch to the same place, they could be combined giving:

! 15  if ((n-1)-divsor < 0) then
!         go to 30
!     else if ((n-1)-divsor >= 0) then
  !         go to 20
!     end if

This could be converted further by rationalizing the expressions:

! 15  if ((n-1) < divsor) then
!         go to 30
!     else if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
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  !         go to 20
!     end if

OR

! 15  if ((n-1) < divsor) then
!         go to 30
!     else 
  !         go to 20
!     end if

Looking at the code with this change made gives:

! 15  if ((n-1) < divsor) then
!         go to 30
!     else 
  !         go to 20
!     end if
! 20  QUOT = INT(N/DIVSOR)
!     PROD = INT(QUOT*DIVSOR)
  !     IF (N-PROD) 25,30,25
! 25  DIVSOR = DIVSOR + 1
!     GO TO 15
! 30  IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35

REMOVE THE GOTO’s

Notice that the GO TO 15 creates a loop structure - this will be dealt with later. The code in 
BOLD reflects that associated with label 20. This code can now be inserted into the if statement. 

! 15  if ((n-1) < divsor) then
!         go to 30
!     else 
  !         quot = int(n/divsor)
!         prod = int(quot*divsor)
!         if (n-prod) 25,30,25
   ! 25      divsor = divsor + 1
              go to 15
!     end if
! 30  IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35

One of  the go to statements has now been removed, and the code condensed. Now there is a 
second arithmetic if within the else statement:

!         if (n-prod) 25,30,25
   ! 25      divsor = divsor + 1

This basically asks if  the difference between n and prod is negative or positive (i.e. they are not 
equal), increment the variable divsor. If  they are equal skip to label 30. This can be restructured 
as:
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!     if (n-prod < 0 .or. n-prod > 0) then
!         divsor = divsor + 1
!     else
!         go to 30
!     end if

OR

!     if (n-prod .ne. 0) then
!         divsor = divsor + 1
!     else
!         go to 30
!     end if

OR

!     if (n .ne. prod) then
!         divsor = divsor + 1
!     else
!         go to 30
!     end if

Now integrating this into the code gives:

! 15  if ((n-1) < divsor) then
!         go to 30
!     else 
  !         quot = int(n/divsor)
!         prod = int(quot*divsor)
!         if (n .ne. prod) then
!             divsor = divsor + 1
!         else
!             go to 30
!         end if
             go to 15
!     end if
! 30  IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35

So there are still some efficiencies to be made in the code structure. Both goto statements 
effectively jump out of  the conditional block to the statement following it. If  the expression in the 
first if statement is modified, the first go to statement can be removed :

! 15  if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !         quot = int(n/divsor)
!         prod = int(quot*divsor)
!         if (n .ne. prod) then
!             divsor = divsor + 1
!         else
!             go to 30
!         end if
             go to 15
!     end if
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! 30  IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35

The “go to 15” can be moved, as it only occurs if  the if statement is true.

! 15  if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !         quot = int(n/divsor)
!         prod = int(quot*divsor)
!         if (n .ne. prod) then
!             divsor = divsor + 1
!             go to 15
!         else
!             go to 30
!         end if
!     end if
! 30  IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35

Now the remaining “go to 30” can be eliminated because if  the inner if statement is false, the 
program naturally flows to label 30. Also as there are no more jumps using label 30, it too can be 
dispensed with, giving:

! 15  if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !         quot = int(n/divsor)
!         prod = int(quot*divsor)
!         if (n .ne. prod) then
!             divsor = divsor + 1
!             go to 15
!         end if
!     end if
!     IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35

The next section of  code also deals with an arithmetic if: 

!     IF (DIVSOR-(N-1)) 40,40,35
! 35  WRITE (*,100) N
! 40  N=N+1

This says if  divisor subtract (n-1) is greater than zero, print the value of  n, otherwise increment 
n by 1. Or put another way, if  divisor is greater than (n-1). So this can be re-written as:

! if (divsor > n-1) then
!     write(*,100) n
! end if
! n = n + 1

With the third arithmetic if removed, and the number of  labels reduced, the program now looks 
like this:

!     Program to compute prime numbers
!
      program prime
      integer :: maxint, n, divsor
      integer :: quot, prod
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      read(*,100) maxint
      n = 2
      write(*,150) maxint
  5   IF (MAXINT-N) 200,10,10
  10  DIVSOR = 2
  15  if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !      quot = int(n/divsor)
!      prod = int(quot*divsor)
!      if (n .ne. prod) then
!          divsor = divsor + 1
!          go to 15
!      end if
!  end if
!  if (divsor > n-1) then
!      write(*,100) n
!  end if
!  n = n + 1
      GO TO 5
  100 format(I5)
  150 format('The prime numbers from 2 to ',I5,' are: ')
  200 stop
      end

The last remaining arithmetic if can now be converted:

  5   IF (MAXINT-N) 200,10,10
  10  DIVSOR = 2

This simply says that if  n is greater than maxint, branch to label 200, ending the program. If  n 
is less than or equal to maxint, set the value of  divsor to 2. this is converted to:

  5   if (maxint >= n) then
          divsor = 2
          ...
      end if

The ...  implies all the code up to and including the “go to 5” statement - because if  the value of  
n is greater than maxint, it should not be processed. 
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The completed program with the arithmetic if statements converted looks like:

!     Program to compute prime numbers
!
      program prime
      integer :: maxint, n, divsor
      integer :: quot, prod
      read(*,100) maxint
      n = 2
      write(*,150) maxint
  5   if (maxint >= n) then
          divsor = 2
  15  if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !      quot = int(n/divsor)
!      prod = int(quot*divsor)
!      if (n .ne. prod) then
!          divsor = divsor + 1
!          go to 15
!      end if
! end if
! if (divsor > n-1) then
!     write(*,100) n
! end if
! n = n + 1
      go to 5
      end if
  100 format(I5)
  150 format('The prime numbers from 2 to ',I5,' are: ')
  200 stop
      end

See listing prime2.f95
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REMOVING THE GO TOs

The final legacy features, namely the go to statements can be removed by translating them into 
loops, because that is essentially what they are. The outer loop encompasses the label 5.

  5   if (maxint >= n) then
          divsor = 2
  15      if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !          quot = int(n/divsor)
!          prod = int(quot*divsor)
!          if (n .ne. prod) then
!              divsor = divsor + 1
!              go to 15
!          end if
!     end if
!     if (divsor > n-1) then
!         write(*,100) n
!     end if
!     n = n + 1
          go to 5
      end if

This can be removed by surrounding it with a do loop of  the form:

! do
!     ...
!     
 ! end do

In the code which uses the go to statement, control is transferred to label 5 after n is 
incremented, and the cycle ends when n is greater than maxint. To control the do loop, an else 
statement is added to the if statement associated with label 5, to exit the loop when n is no longer 
less than or equal to maxint. So the code becomes:

! do
!     if (maxint >= n) then
             divsor = 2
             ...
             ...
!         ...
!         n = n + 1
!     else
 !         exit
         end if
! end do

There is only one more go to statement to remove now. This concerns one of  the inner if 
statements and label 15.

  15  if ((n-1) >= divsor) then             - outer if
  !      quot = int(n/divsor)
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!      prod = int(quot*divsor)
!      if (n .ne. prod) then             - inner if
!          divsor = divsor + 1
!          go to 15
!      end if
!  end if

The go to statement basically transfers control to label 15 if  n does not equal prod, after 
divsor has been incremented. Otherwise the both the inner and out if statements terminate and 
control continues on to the next statement, which is:

!  if (divsor > n-1) then
!      write(*,100) n
!  end if

To remove this go to statement, a do loop is inserted, replacing it and its associated label. The 
addition of  two exit statements, one for each if statement, ensures that if  (n-1) is less than 
divsor, or n equals prod, the do loop terminates.

!  do
          if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !          quot = int(n/divsor)
!          prod = int(quot*divsor)
!          if (n .ne. prod) then
!              divsor = divsor + 1
!          else
!              exit
!          end if
          else
              exit
!     end if
      end do
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THE FINAL PROGRAM

The final program looks like this:

!     Program to compute prime numbers
!
      program prime
      integer :: maxint, n, divsor
      integer :: quot, prod
      read(*,100) maxint
      n = 2
      write(*,150) maxint
      do
          if (maxint >= n) then
              divsor = 2
              do
                  if ((n-1) >= divsor) then
  !                 quot = int(n/divsor)
!                 prod = int(quot*divsor)
!                 if (n .ne. prod) then
!                     divsor = divsor + 1
!                 else
                          exit
!                 end if
                  else
                      exit
!             end if
              end do
!         if (divsor > n-1) then
!             write(*,100) n
!         end if
!         n = n + 1
          else
              exit
          end if
      end do
  100 format(I5)
  150 format('The prime numbers from 2 to ',I5,' are: ')
  200 stop
      end

See listing prime3.f95
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